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In July 2016, the World Health Organization (WHO) reported

that approximately 130-150 million people are infected with

chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) globally and a significant number

of those are likely to develop liver cirrhosis or hepatocellular

carcinoma.1,2) Furthermore, approximately 700,000 people die of

HCV-related liver diseases annually.3) The standard treatment

regimen for HCV infection used to be a combination therapy

of peginterferon plus ribavirin (PR), with or without direct-

acting antiviral (DAA) agents.4-6) However, since the advent

of various DAAs, the American Association for the Study of

Liver Diseases (AASLD) and the Infectious Diseases Society

of America (IDSA) have recommended a combination of two

DAAs as drugs of choice in the treatment of HCV infection.7)

Recently, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

approved a fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir and elbasvir

(GE), the new DAAs, for the treatment of HCV infection

caused by genotype (GT) 1 or 4 viruses, with or without

ribavirin (R).8,9) The inclusion of GE in the arsenal of
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chemotherapeutics for the treatment of HCV infection is

significant because it does not require dose adjustment in

patients with renal insufficiency and compensated cirrhosis.10)

Furthermore, GE is approved to be used without R, which is a

culprit for poor adherence due to its liver toxicity, unless the

causative virus belongs to (1) GT1a with NS5A polymorphism,

(2) PR-resistant GT1a or GT1b, or (3) PR-resistant GT4.11-13)

The US FDA recommends a treatment duration of 16 weeks

with the GER regimen, if the causative virus is GT1a with

NS5A polymorphism or PR-resistant GT4. Otherwise, the

treatment duration is 12 weeks.

Grazoprevir exerts its activity via the inhibition of the HCV

NS3/4A protease, which is necessary for the proteolytic

cleavage of viral proteins (NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and

NS5B), while elbasvir directly inhibits NS5A, which is

essential for viral RNA replication and virion assembly.11,14,15)

Gastrointestinal absorption of GE is poor, and the time to

reach the maximal plasma concentration is 2-3 h after oral

administration. Grazoprevir and elbasvir are extensively bound

to plasma proteins (greater than 98%). Almost the entire

administered dose of each drug is excreted through feces, and

the amounts of the drugs eliminated through the renal route

are minimal (<1%).11,16,17)

Several reviews have been published on GE with a general

scope such as the pharmacology of the drug and the assessment

of clinical studies performed during the drug development

process. However, no comprehensive review of the outcomes

reported by pivotal studies is available. In this study, we

performed a systematic meta-analysis of pivotal studies with a

particular focus on the efficacy and safety of GE to provide drug

information for healthcare professionals, policy makers, and

researchers.

METHOD

PubMed and EMBASE database searches were conducted

using“grazoprevir” and “elbasvir” as the search terms. The

limits set for the PubMed and EMBASE searches were

“English” in the Title/Abstract field and “English Article” as

the Publication Type, respectively. The retrieved literature was

classified as phase II and III clinical studies, meta-analyses,

review articles, retrospective cohort studies, expert opinions,

and brief reports. The study designs as well as the efficacy

and safety outcomes of the pivotal Phase III clinical studies

were analyzed.

A flowchart of the article retrieval process is shown in Figure 1.

FDA resources such as printed pharmacology reviews, clinical

pharmacology and biopharmaceutics reviews, and medical

reviews on Drug@FDA were included. Data posted on the

ClinicalTrials.gov website were also included. Statistical analysis

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the literature search process and analysis of the data for fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir and elbasvir.
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was performed using the RevMan software (version 5.3.5). When

data conflicts occurred between the different sources, the

ClinicalTrials.gov website was selected as the primary data

source.

RESULTS

We searched the PubMed and EMBASE databases using the

search terms and limits described above and identified 49 and

50 articles, respectively (Figure 1). Overlapped articles, Phase

II and non-pivotal Phase III clinical studies, meta-analyses,

review articles, retrospective cohort studies, expert opinions,

and brief reports were excluded. Resources posted on the

Drug@FDA and ClinicalTrials.gov websites were included in

the final analysis. This resulted in four articles on Phase III

clinical trials, four sets of ClinicalTrials.gov data, and

resources posted on Drug@FDA. The four clinical trials

included in this analysis were C-EDGE TN, C-EDGE CO-

INFECTION, C-SURFER, and C-EDGE TE, which assessed

the therapeutic efficacy and safety of GE for the treatment of

HCV infection (Table 1).18-21)

The C-EDGE TN trial was a double-blind, placebo-

controlled study conducted in treatment-naïve subjects with

GT1, 4, or 6 infection. C-EDGE CO-INFECTION was an

open-label, single-group study conducted in treatment-naïve

subjects with GT1, 4, or 6 infection, who were co-infected

with HIV-1. C-SURFER was also a double-blind, placebo-

controlled study similar to C-EDGE TN; however, it was

conducted in a different patient group, which included subjects

with GT1 infection and chronic kidney disease, regardless of

Table 1. Summary of study designs for the four pivotal Phase III clinical studies of fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir and elbasvir

for the treatment of HCV infection.18-21)

C-EDGE TN

(NCT02105467)

C-EDGE CO-INFECTION

(NCT02105662)

C-SURFER

(NCT02092350)

C-EDGE TE

(NCT02105701)

Subjects 

(n)
421 218 235 420

Sites 

60 in US, Australia, Czech 

Republic, France, Germany, 

Israel, Puerto Rico, Korea, 

Sweden, and Taiwan

37 in US, Australia, 

Canada, Denmark, 

France, Germany, Israel, 

Spain, UK

68 in the US, Argentina, 

Australia, Canada, Estonia, 

France, Israel, 

Korea,Lithuania, 

Netherlands, Spain, and 

Sweden

65 in the US, Australia, Canada, 

Denmark, Finland, France, Israel, 

Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, 

Poland, Puerto Rico, Korea, Spain, and 

Taiwan

Design db, pc OL, sg db, pc OL

Inclusion 

criteria

≥18yo; pt with HCV (GT1/

4/6) ≥104IU/mL; trt-naïve

≥18yo; pt with HCV 

(GT1/4/6) ≥104IU/mL; trt-

naïve; co-infection with 

HIV-1

≥18yo; pt with HCV (GT1) 

≥104IU/mL; CKD (stage 4–

5); trt-naïve or PR-

experienced

≥18yo; pt with HCV (GT1/4/6); PR-

experienced

Exclusion 

criteria

decompensated liver 

disease; hepatocellular 

carcinoma, HIV or HBV co-

infection

decompensated liver 

disease; hepatocellular 

carcinoma, HBV co-

infection

decompensated liver 

disease; hepatocellular 

carcinoma, HIV or HBV co-

infection; on peritoneal 

dialysis

decompensated liver disease; 

hepatocellular carcinoma, HIV or HBV 

co-infection

Duration 12 wk 12 wk, 16 wk

Treatment 

regimen

GE

(n=316)

pboa

(n=105)
GE(n=218)

GE

(n=122)

pboa

(n=113)

GE×12wk

(n=105)

GER×12wk

(n=104)

GE×16wk

(n=105)

GER×16wk

(n=106)

Primary 

endpoint
proportion of patients who achieved SVR12

Secondary 

endpoints

proportion of patients who 

achieved SVR4

proportion of patients who 

achieved SVR24

proportion of patients who 

achieved SVR4

proportion of patients who achieved 

SVR24

CKD: chronic kidney disease; db: double-blind; GE: a fixed dose of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50 mg) once daily; GT: genotype; HBV: hep-

atitis B virus; HCV: hepatitis C virus; HIV: human immunodeficiency virus; OL: open label; pbo: placebo; pc: placebo-controlled; PR: peginterferon

and ribavirin treatment; pt: patient; R: ribavirin with weight-based dosing (<66 kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg; 81–105 kg=600 mg; >105 kg=700 mg)

twice daily; sg: single-arm; SVR4/12/24: sustained virologic response measured at week 4, 12, or 24, respectively, after completing the study therapy;

trt: treatment.
aPatients received placebo once daily for 12 weeks. Four weeks after completion of the placebo treatment, patients received open-label GE once

daily for 12 weeks.
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the treatment experience status. C-EDGE TE was an open-

label study conducted in treatment-experienced subjects with

GT1, 4, or 6 infection using four different dosing schedules to

find optimal treatment duration and verify whether the

addition of R was required in the treatment regimen.

These four pivotal studies shared the same primary endpoint,

which was the proportion of patients who achieved a sustained

virologic response (SVR), defined as the HCV RNA level below

the lower limit of quantification at 12 weeks after the cessation of

the therapy (SVR12). The secondary endpoint included in the C-

EDGE TN and C-SURFER trials was the proportion of patients

who achieved SVR4, assessed using the same definition, four

weeks after the cessation of the therapy. In contrast, C-EDGE

CO-INFECTION and C-EDGE TE included SVR24 as the

Table 2. Results of the primary endpoint reported by the four pivotal Phase III clinical studies.

Treatment regimen
Primary endpoint

Proportion of patients who achieved SVR12 (%)

C-EDGE TN
GE×12wk(n=316) 94.6

Pbo (n=105) Not assessed

C-EDGE CO-INFECTION GE×12wk(n=218) 96.3

C-SURFER
GE×12wk(n=122) 94.3

Pbo (n=113) Not assessed

C-EDGE TE

GE×12wk(n=105) 92.4

GER×12wk(n=104) 94.2

GE×16wk(n=105) 92.4

GER×16wk(n=106) 98.1

Total

GE×12wk(n=761) 94.7

GER×12wk(n=104) 94.2

GE×16wk(n=105) 92.4

GER×16wk(n=106) 98.1

GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50 mg) once daily; GER: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and

elbasvir (50 mg) once daily plus ribavirin (weight-based dosing: <66 kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg; 81–105 kg=600 mg; >105 kg=700 mg) twice

daily; SVR12: sustained virologic response 12 weeks after completing the study therapy.

Table 3. Results of the secondary endpoints reported by the four pivotal Phase III clinical studies.

Treatment regimen
Secondary endpoints (%)

SVR4 (95% CI) SVR24 (95% CI)

C-EDGE TN
GE×12 wks (n=316) 97.2(94.7–98.7) NA

Pbo (n=105) NA NA

C-EDGE CO-INFECTION GE×12 wks (n=218) NA 93.1 (88.9–96.1)

C-SURFER
GE×12 wks (n=122) 96.7* (91.8–99.1) NA

Pbo (n=113) 0.9 (0.02–4.8) NA

C-EDGE TE

GE×12 wks (n=105) NA 91.4 (84.4–96)

GER×12 wks (n=104) NA 94.2 (87.9–97.9)

GE×16 wks (n=105) NA 89.5 (82–94.7)

GER16 wks (n=106) NA 95.3 (89.3–98.5)

TOTAL

GE×12 wks (n=761) 97.0*(95–98.4) 92.6 (89.1–95.2)

GER×12 wks (n=104) NA 94.2 (87.9–97.9)

GE×16 wks (n=105) NA 89.5 (82–94.7)

GER×16 wks (n=106) NA 95.3 (89.3–98.5)

Pbo (n=113) 0.9 (0.02–4.8) NA

GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50 mg) once daily; NA: not assessed; Pbo: placebo; R: ribavirin with weight-

based dosing (<66 kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg; 81–105 kg=600 mg; >105 kg=700 mg) twice daily; SVR4/24: sustained virologic response mea-

sured at week 4 or 24, respectively, after completing the study therapy.
*p<0.001 compared to Pbo.
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secondary endpoint. The results of the primary and secondary

endpoints reported by the four pivotal Phase III clinical studies

are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3.

Primary Endpoint
Although C-EDGE TN and C-SURFER were placebo-

controlled studies, the investigators did not assess the primary

endpoint in the placebo arms because it was obvious that the

placebo would not result in any antiviral activity. The placebo

arms in these studies were deferred treatment groups,

therefore, the placebo recipients received open-label GE×12

weeks after the cessation of the studies instead. However, the

SVR12 results were not released for the deferred treatment

groups. C-EDGE CO-INFECTION was designed as a single-

arm study, therefore, there was no arm for comparison. C-

EDGE TE compared the proportion of SVR12 achievers in

different treatment duration arms (12 weeks and 16 weeks),

with or without R, in the treatment of HCV infection. The

proportion of the SVR12 achievers in the four pivotal clinical

studies with GE treatment for 12 weeks was 94.7% [95%

confidence interval (CI): 92.9-96.2], while it was 94.2% (95%

CI: 87.9-97.9) upon treatment with GER, indicating no

additional benefit for the add-on therapy with R (Table 2).

Subgroup analysis of the primary endpoint achievers in C-

SURFER and C-EDGE TE also demonstrated that the addition

of R did not result in any significant improvement in the

SVR12 rate among the GT1 patients who failed prior

treatment with PR [104/111 (93.7%)and 84/89 (94.4%) for GE

and GER, respectively] (Table 4).

The C-EDGE TE study comprised four arms with the aim to

compare the efficacy of different regimens, GE×12 weeks

with/without R and GE×16 weeks with/without R. The

patients included in this study were those who failed a prior

treatment with PR. For the GT1a and GT1b patients, the odds

to achieve SVR12 were 9.17 and infinity (∞), respectively,

even in the GE´12 weeks arm, indicating that the additional R

is not required unless viral polymorphism is identified. In

Table 4. Subgroup analysis of primary endpoint achievers

(SVR12) among the patients who failed prior treatment with PR.

GT1a GT1b GT4

C-SURFER GE×12 wks 8/8 6/7 NA

C-EDGE TE
GE12 wks 55/61 35/35 7/9

GER×12 wks 56/60 28/29 14/15

GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50

mg) once daily; GT: genotype; NA: not applicable; PR: peginterferon

and ribavirin treatment; R: ribavirin with weight-based dosing (<66

kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg; 81–105 kg=600 mg;>105 kg=700 mg)

twice daily; SVR12: sustained virologic response measured at week 12

after completing the study therapy.

Fig. 2. Primary endpoint achievers (SVR12) of different regimens compared to the GE?12 weeks regimen in the treatment-experi-

enced HCV infection.

A: GT1a subgroup; B: GT1b subgroup; C: GT4 subgroup

GE: grazoprevir (100 mg) + elbasvir (50 mg); GER: grazoprevir (100 mg) + elbasvir (50 mg) + ribavirin (weight-based dosing, <66

kg=800 mg per day, 66–80 kg=1000 mg per day, 81–105 kg=1200 mg per day, >105 kg=1400 mg per day).
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contrast, the odds for the GT4 patients were 3.50, 1.50, 14.00,

and infinity (∞) in the GE×12 weeks, GE×16 weeks, GER×12

weeks, and GER×16 weeks arms, respectively (Table 5).

Although the number of the patients was small, this result

appeared to be the reason why GER×16 weeks was

recommended if the causative virus was GT4 and the infection

relapsed after prior treatment with PR, regardless of the virus

polymorphism status. Figure 2 shows the meta-analysis data

on the odds ratios for achieving SVR12 by the treatment-

experienced patients who received different regimens in the C-

EDGE TE and C-SURFER studies.

We compiled the results of the clinical trials and performed

subgroup analysis for the primary endpoint achievers (Figure 3).

The proportions of the SVR12 achievers in the GE arms were

over 95% for all subgroups assessed, except the patients whose

baseline viral load was above 800,000 IU/mL. The proportion of

the SVR12 achievers among these patients was 94.2% (95% CI:

91.5-96.3). Although patients with interleukin-28B non-CC

genotype and/or cirrhosis were expected to be more difficult to

treat, the proportion of SVR12 achievers in these subgroups in the

Table 5. Proportion of primary endpoint achievers (SVR12) and

odds to achieve SVR12 in the GT4 subgroup of the C-EDGE TE

study.

GE×12 wks GE×16 wks GER×12 wks GER×16 wks

Proportion of 

SVR12 

achievers

77.8% (7/9) 60.0% (3/5)
93.3% 

(14/15)
100% (8/8)

Odds to 

achieve SVR12
3.50 1.50 14.00 ∞

GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50

mg) once daily; GT: genotype; R: ribavirin with weight-based dosing

(<66 kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg; 81–105 kg=600 mg; >105 kg=700

mg) twice daily; SVR12: sustained virologic response measured at

week 12 after completing the study therapy.

Fig. 3. Subgroup analysis of the primary endpoint achievers (SVR12) in the Phase III pivotal studies.

SVR12: sustained virologic response 12 weeks after the treatment; GT: genotype.
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GE arms was similar to that in their counterparts.22,23) The

proportion of SVR12 achievers significantly varied for Asians

and GT4 and treatment-experienced patients because of the small

number of participants in these subgroups.

Secondary Endpoints
The secondary endpoints in the clinical studies included

SVR4 and SVR24. SVR4 achievers were assessed in C-EDGE

TN and C-SURFER, and the proportions were 97.2% (95%

CI: 94.7-98.7) and 96.7% (95% CI: 91.8-99.1), respectively

(Table 3). SVR24 achievers were assessed in C-EDGE CO-

INFECTION and C-EDGE TE, and the proportions were

93.1% (95% CI: 88.9-96.1) and 91.4% (95% CI 84.4-96),

respectively. The proportion of the SVR24 achievers in the

two clinical studies after the treatment with GE×12 weeks was

92.6% (95% CI: 89.1-95.2), while it was 94.2% (95% CI:

87.9-97.9) after the treatment with GER×12 weeks, indicating

no extra benefit for the add-on therapy with R. In addition, the

proportion of the SVR24 achievers in the two clinical studies

after the treatment with GE×16 weeks was 89.5% (95% CI:

82.0-94.7), while it was 95.3% (95% CI: 89.3-98.5) after the

treatment with GER´16 weeks. The lack of an added benefit

for the add-on therapy with R appears to be due to the paucity

of patients infected with PR-resistant GT4, who might have

benefited from the add-on therapy. Indeed, in the C-EDGE TE

study, the odds to achieve SVR12 in the PR-resistant GT4

patients subgroup was equal to infinity (∞) in the GER×16

weeks arm (8 out of 8 patients), while it was only 1.5 in the

GE×16 weeks arm (3 out of 5 patients). 

Efficacy comparison of the GE arm versus the placebo arm

with regard to the two secondary endpoints was not available

since the investigators did not perform efficacy assessment for

the placebo arms. Regarding the secondary endpoints in the

placebo arms, only C-SURFER study reported that the

proportion of the SVR4 achievers was 0.9%. 

Safety and Tolerance
The four pivotal clinical studies involved 1083 participants,

and the discontinuation rates were 0.53% (95% CI: 0.14-1.34),

0.96% (95% CI: 0.02-5.24), and 2.75% (95% CI: 1.01-5.89)

in the GE, GER, and no-exposure arms, respectively. The

incidence rates of severe adverse events (SAEs) were 6.57%

(95% CI: 4.92-8.57), 7.69% (95% CI: 3.38-14.59), and

11.47% (95% CI: 7.56-16.46), respectively (Table 6).

During the four pivotal clinical studies, 50 participants

suffered from SAEs associated with the administration of GE.

The SAEs reported during the trials were pneumonia, hypertension,

convulsion, ventricular arrhythmia, Meniere disease, renal colic,

Fig. 4. Discontinuation rate, SAE and AE incidences in the treatment of HCV infection.

A: Discontinuation rate; B: Incidence of severe adverse events; C: Incidence of adverse events

AE: adverse event; Exp: exposure; GE: grazoprevir (100 mg) + elbasvir (50 mg) for 12 weeks once daily; SAE: severe adverse event.
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multiple fractures, skin ulcer, strangulated hiatal hernia, upper

abdominal pain, and muscular weakness. The percentages of

the adverse events (AEs) reported during the four pivotal

clinical studies were 71.09% (95% CI: 67.7-74.3), 81.73%

(95% CI: 72.9-88.6), and 76.61% (95% CI 70.4–-82.1) in the GE,

GER, and no-exposure arms, respectively (Table 6). The most

common AEs associated with the use of GE were central nervous

system disorders such as headache and fatigue (Table 7).

Figure 4 shows discontinuation rate, SAEs, and AEs

incidence in patients treated with GE×12 weeks in comparison

to placebo group. The discontinuation rates, SAEs, and AEs in

the GE×12 weeks arms in the C-EDGE TN and C-SURFER

studies were similar to those in the placebo arms. In C-

SURFER, the odds ratio of treatment discontinuation in the GE

arm was 0.08 compared to that in the placebo arm, indicating

better adherence to the treatment in the GE arm. When the

results of the two studies were pooled and analyzed, the GE×12

weeks arm showed a similar or lower discontinuation rate

compared to that in the placebo arm (odds ratio: 0.27; 95% CI:

0.06-1.16, p=0.08). Regarding the SAE and AE incidences, the

odds ratios for the GE arm were 1.14 and 0.81, respectively,

compared to the placebo arm (p>0.29). 

Table 6. Discontinuation rates, SAE, and AE incidences in the four pivotal Phase III clinical studies.

Discontinuation rate (%) SAE incidence (%) AE incidence (%)

exp to GE

(n=761)

exp to GER 

(n=104)

No-exp 

(n=218)

exp to GE 

(n=761)

exp to GER 

(n=104)

No-exp 

(n= 218)

exp to GE

(n= 761)

exp to GER

(n= 104)

No-exp

(n=218)

Total 0.53* 0.96 2.75 6.57* 7.69 11.47 71.09† 81.73 76.61

C-EDGE TN 0.95 NA 0.95 2.85 NA 2.86 67.41 NA 68.57

C-EDGE CO-

INFECTION
0.0 NA NA 3.67 NA NA 73.85 NA NA

C-SURFER 0.0* NA 4.42 22.13 NA 19.47 76.23 NA 84.07

C-EDGE TE 0.95 0.96 NA 5.71 7.69 NA 70.48 81.73 NA

AE: adverse event; Exp: Exposure; GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50 mg) once daily for 12 weeks; NA: not

applicable; R: ribavirin with weight-based dosing (<66 kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg; 81–105 kg=600 mg; >105 kg=700 mg) twice daily for 12

weeks; SAE: serious adverse event.
*p<0.05 compared to No-exp; †p<0.05 compared to GER.

Table 7. Percentage of reported AEs in the four pivotal Phase III

clinical studies.

GE (n=761) GER (n=104) Pbo (n=218)

Total AEs (not including 

SAEs)
47.96**,†† 69.23 59.63

Headache 16.16 20.19 16.97

Fatigue 14.45†† 26.92* 16.06

Nausea 9.86 14.42 12.39

Asthenia 6.61 10.58 5.31

Cough 6.61 5.77 1.77

Upper respiratory tract 

infection
6.19 NA NA

Arthralgia 5.70 NA 5.71

Diarrhea 5.65* 3.85 10.09

Nasopharyngitis 4.88 NA 5.05

Vomiting 4.85 6.73 7.96

Insomnia 4.73 10.58 8.26

Upper abdominal pain 4.49 2.88 1.77

Dizziness 4.42** 7.69 11.01

Constipation 3.96 2.88 5.31

Dyspepsia 2.64 3.85 3.54

Pruritus 2.21** 10.58** 9.17

Myalgia 0.88**,† 5.77 7.08

AE: adverse event; GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100

mg) and elbasvir (50 mg) once daily for 12 weeks; Pbo: placebo; R: rib-

avirin with weight-based dosing (<66 kg=400 mg; 66–80 kg=500 mg;

81–105 kg=600 mg; >105 kg=700 mg) twice daily for 12 weeks; SAE: seri-

ous adverse event.
*p<0.05 compared to Pbo; **p<0.01 compared to Pbo; †p<0.05 com-

pared to GER; ††p<0.01 compared to GER.

Table 8. Proportion of primary endpoint achievers (SVR12)

among the patients with GT1/4 treated with GE´12 weeks (TN

versus TE).

TN TE

C-EDGE 

TN

C-EDGE CO-

INFECTION
C-SURFER C-SURFER C-EDGE TE

GT1 273/288 181/188 101/101 14/15 90/96

GT4 18/18 27/28 NA NA 7/9

GT1+GT4 291/306 208/216 101/101 14/15 97/105

Total 600/623 (96.31%)* 111/120 (92.50%)

GE: fixed-dose combination of grazoprevir (100 mg) and elbasvir (50

mg) once daily; GT: genotype; NA: not applicable; SVR12: sustained

virologic response measured at week 12 after completing the study

therapy; TE: treatment-experienced; TN: treatment-naïve.
*p=0.081 compared to TE.
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DISCUSSION

HCV causes both acute and chronic hepatitis. Chronic infection

with HCV is usually clinically silent with or without extrahepatic

manifestations such as fatigue, nausea, abdominal or musculoskeletal

pain, loss of weight, and neuropsychiatric symptoms.3,24,25) The

prevalence of chronic HCV infection continues to rise in many

countries, and it is a major cause of cirrhosis and hepatocellular

carcinoma.26,27) HCV-related cirrhosis remains the leading cause

of liver transplantation in the US and accounts for nearly 40% of

liver transplants in adults.28,29)

HCV has been classified into six distinct genotypic groups

(GT1–GT6). Among the six genotypes, GT1 is predominant

(46.2% of all HCV cases worldwide) followed by GT3

(30.1%), GT2 (9.1%), GT4 (8.3%), GT6 (5.4%), and GT5

(0.8%). Although the global estimate of the GT4 prevalence is

only 8.3%, GT4 is predominant in central sub-Saharan Africa

(97.6%), North Africa, and Middle East Africa (65.3%).3,30–32)

Patients infected with GT1 or GT4 HCV usually show a

poorer response than those with GT2 or GT3 infection when

treated with currently available DAAs.28,33) Therefore, a new

DAA with an improved therapeutic profile is needed against

GT1 and GT4 viruses. However, selection of a second-line

treatment regimen for the treatment of patients is challenging,

especially if HCV is resistant to a previous treatment or if the

infection relapsed. The proportion of SVR12 achievers on

existing DAAs was found to range from 94 to 98% among

treatment-experienced patients.3) We compiled data of the four

pivotal clinical studies and found that the proportion of

SVR12 achievers in the GE×12 weeks arm was not any better

in this regard (92.5% of patients in the GT1 or GT4

treatment-experienced subgroup) (Table 8). For treatment-

naïve patients with GT1 or GT4 HCV infection, the GE´12

weeks treatment did not show a noticeable improvement either

when compared to existing DAAs (96.3%). According to the

WHO guideline,3) the proportion of SVR12 achievers was

always higher than 96% in the same patient subgroup treated

with a combination therapy of DDAs, except 83.1% with

asunaprevir/daclatasvir. Taking this data into consideration, the

SVR12 result achieved with the GE´12 weeks treatment seems

to be comparable to those obtained with the existing DAAs. 

GE appears to have a clinical advantage because it shows

favorable pharmacokinetic profiles in patients with cirrhosis

and/or renal failure without requirement of dose adjustment.34)

GE is metabolized by CYP 3A4 mostly in the liver, but unlike

other DAAs, no active metabolite was identified. In the case

of GE, the drugs administered were predominantly found in

feces, whereas the amounts recovered in urine were only 0.3%

of the dose.17,35) Therefore, patients with HCV-associated

complications such as chronic kidney disease may use the

drugs without dose adjustment, even though the renal function is

severely damaged (stage 4–5). Dose adjustment is not required

for patients with cirrhosis either, unless hepatic function is

decompensated (jaundice, ascites, encephalopathy).7,11) The C-

SURFER study performed on patients with chronic kidney

disease demonstrated that SVR12 was similar to that found in

other studies performed on patients with normal kidney

function (Table 2). In the C-SURFER study, the safety profile

(discontinuation rate, SAEs, and AEs) in the GE arm was also

similar to that in the placebo arm (Table 6). These results

confirm that there is no need for dose adjustment in patients

with renal failure.

Regarding the SAE incidences observed in the C-SURFER

trial, the odds ratio of the events in the patients with renal

failure was 1.18 (95% CI: 0.62-2.21), while the odds ratio in

those with normal kidney function was 1.00 (95% CI: 0.26-

3.75), indicating that it was slightly higher in the renal failure

patients (no statistical significance). Reason for the high

incidence of SAE in both arms in C-SUFFER seems to be

associated with patients setting who have comorbidity of

chronic renal failure. The SAEs reported in the study were

hypertension and pneumonia (n=2 each).11,20) The odds ratios

of AEs were 0.61 (95% CI: 0.32-1.17) in the C-SURFER trial

and 0.95 (95% CI: 0.59-1.52) in the C-EDGE TN trial,

representing no statistically significant differences between the

patients with renal failure and those with normal renal

function. These findings also support the conclusion that there

is no need for dose adjustment in the patient group with renal

failure (Figure 4). Reason for the lower AE incidence in the

GE arm compared to no-exposure to GE arm reflects that GE

relieved symptoms of HCV infection, and therefore patients

reported less AE incidence.

According to the consistency analysis based on network

meta-analysis, GE showed a significantly lower odds ratio of

AEs when it was compared to other 10 regimens comprised of

DAAs such as daclatasvir, sofosbuvir, ledipasvir, and velpatasvir.36)

In particular, the ratios were 0.22 (95% CI: 0.07-0.72) and

0.19 (95% CI: 0.03-0.98) when GE was compared to

sofosbuvir+R and sofosbuvir+velpatasvir+R, respectively. GE

also showed a remarkably low odds ratio in comparison to
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other DAA regimens. Furthermore, the odds ratios for GE and

GER were 0.59 and 0.72, respectively, compared to the

placebo regimen. We performed a meta-analysis of odds ratios

of GE×12 weeks in comparison to the placebo arm (C-

EDGETN and C-SURFER) and found that there were no

significant differences in the odds of treatment discontinuation

and incidences of SAEs and AEs between the GE and placebo

arms (Figure 4). This result is consistent with earlier findings,

which revealed a favorable safety profile of GE. The

limitation of this result is that we included only two clinical

Phase III studies in the meta-analysis because there was no

placebo arm in the remaining two studies. 

The wholesale acquisition cost for a one-day supply of GE

is US $650 or US $54,600 for a 12-week supply.30,37) If the

causative virus belongs to GT1a with NS5A polymorphism or

PR-resistant GT4, the treatment duration is extended up to 16

weeks, and the cost climbs up to US $72,800. The costs for

other AASLD-recommended regimens (12-week supplies) are

US $147,000 and US $150,000 for daclatasvir+sofosbuvir and

sofosbuvir+simeprevir, respectively. Although the cost for

GE×12 weeks is half of that for the other two regimens,

accessibility to the drug and patient compliance may not be

adequate because the cost burden still seems to be significant.

Currently, the Merck Access Program sponsored by Merck

covers only US citizens who do not have insurance or cannot

afford to pay the drug cost due to low income.38) However,

the program seems to be inadequate to provide full access to

the drug for patients in the US. Furthermore, the program does

not cover patients outside the US, such as those in the sub-

Saharan Africa, Central Asia, and Eastern Europe regions

where the viraemic HCV prevalence is very high (> 2%) and

such patients constitute over 35 millions.3)

Conclusions

The introduction of GE into the arsenal of chemotherapeutics

available for the treatment of HCV infection is significant in

terms of offering an alternative in the fight against HCV. In

particular, if the causative virus is mutated or resistant to existing

DAAs, GE may be a useful option to treat such problematic

HCV viruses. GE may also be used to treat patients with HIV,

severe form of renal failure, or compensated cirrhosis without

dosage adjustment. Considering that HCV mutates very rapidly

and becomes resistant to antiviral agents, patients should be

carefully monitored for therapeutic outcomes throughout their

lifespans. 
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